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Abstract
Digital business ecosystem (DBE) is a paradigm that enables developing and monitoring novel business models of collabo-
rating organisations and individuals using ICT as the foundation. Different from traditional online networked models such as
manufacturer, retailer, or franchise centred, using a shared digital environment, DBE fosters heterogeneity, symbiosis, coevo-
lution, and self-organisation of its multiple actors, which enables it to span different business domains as well as exhibits
diverse interests. For many organisations and individuals, DBE presents a new collaborative approach to leverage offered and
desired resources among the involved members to meet each of their goals. As such, it is foreseen to be of high value to the
involved actors, but at the same time, it is often complex due to many correlated interactions of these actors and thus difficult
to design and manage. Furthermore, the current state of the art shows a lack of methodological guidance for DBE design. We
propose a method for DBE design that follows the requirements collected from industry experts and practitioners by applying
situational method engineering to enable its modularised design. The method for design is validated by action research in the
setting of Digital Vaccine, a Swedish DBE managing health-related services.

Keywords Digital business ecosystem · Situational method engineering ·Method chunks · Action research

1 Introduction

Digital business ecosystem (DBE) is the concept based on
Moore’s definition of business ecosystem aimed at facili-
tating the evolution of a complex system involving organ-
isations and individuals of an economic community [1].
In DBE as a new kind of collaborative network—the dig-
ital counterpart of a business ecosystem, the participating
organisations and individual actors cooperate for product and
service exchange by means of ICT.
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In contrast to traditional multi-actor business models
and networked organisations, DBE possesses several unique
characteristics: heterogeneity, referring to the involvement of
diverse actors; symbiosis, emphasising that the actors provide
and extract resources of the value to each other, coevolution,
denoting that DBE’s evolvement is driven by actors’ inter-
actions, and self-organisation, meaning that the ecosystem is
independent of external entities and not hierarchically con-
trolled [2, 3].

An illustrative DBE example can be drawn from the recy-
cling industry, within whichmany companies are reinventing
their traditional business models towards newer solutions for
improving results and efficiency. They bring in new actors,
provide new infrastructures, integrate their own and new
capabilities, and thus create and deliver innovative services.
In symbiosis, the end users are providing objects for recy-
cling, being motivated by different kinds of compensations
offered by the business actors seeking promotion by giv-
ing the credits for communal transport, or top-up mobile
recharge, or accepting humanitarian donations, etc. The recy-
cling company, as the backend of this self-organisation,
provides the infrastructure points for recycling as well as the
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web portal for receiving new actors and managing existing
ones.

The highly collaborative aspect of DBE is, in turn,
boosting the size, complexity, and dynamics of interactions
and interrelationships among the involved actors leading to
difficulties related to its management [4]. The modelling
approach has proven useful in dealing with complex prob-
lems in organisational settings [5]. However, the current
research emphasises a lack of proposals for methodological
DEB design to support its development, analysis, mea-
surement, and runtime management [3, 6]. Our research
has aimed to address this problem by proposing a holistic
approach to model-based DBE design as a design science
research (DSR) project [7]. According to the DSR guidelines
and research process proposed by Johannesson and Per-
jons [7], our previous work, including a recently conducted
systematic literature review [8] and an exploratory semi-
structured interview study [9], contributes to the iterative
activities of problem explication and requirements analysis.
In [10], we have addressed the DSR activity of designing and
developing artefact by presenting a foundation of the design
artefact—a modelling method for DBE design. In this study,
we further attend to this DSR activity based on our previous
effort in [10] with the following research goals:

• RG1: to design and document a holistic method for DBE
design based on the requirements reported in [7, 10]

• RG2: to validate the DBE design method by means of
action research

In relation to RG1, we have proposed a methodologi-
cal approach for designing DBE using situational method
engineering (SME) [11]. The characteristics of SME of sup-
porting modularity and different situations with the modular
method building blocks are the motivations for the choice
aiming to address the comprehensive perspectives. A delim-
itation of this study is the focus on the process aspect of the
method since the product aspect should be supported by the
process. Hence, in this study, we have emphasised the engi-
neering of the method and its process which will be matched
and integrated with the existing modelling method compo-
nents for its product elements. To address RG2, we have
chosen to use action research for the validation of the DBE
design method. The validation action research cycles have
been applied to a real Swedish DBE case in health care. The
reason for conducting the validation through action research
is because it allows the application in natural organisational
settings and collaboration with stakeholders in the settings,
which is considered significant as in the dynamic context of
a DBE.

The proposed method is intended to support researchers
and practitioners, e.g. organisations participating in DBEs
or management consultants, in designing DBEs taking into

account the relevant perspectives of a DBE. These perspec-
tives encompass the crucial concepts related to a DBE based
on the empirically elicited requirements in [9].

The rest of the paper is organised in the following way.
Section 2 provides background and related work. Section 3
presents the research methodology concerning design sci-
ence and action research. Theoretical foundation and the
development of the proposed DBE design method as well as
themethod itselfwith itsmodulemaps are provided inSect. 4.
Section 5 illustrates the validation case and the application of
the validation action research cycles. A discussion and con-
cluding remarks are presented in Sect. 6 and 7, respectively.

2 Background and related work

This section provides a state of the art related to DBE design,
followed by an overview of Situational Method Engineering
and its suitability for use in the DBE setting.

2.1 Elements of digital business ecosystems

Actor, role, capability, relationship, and digital component,
were identified as the essential elements of DBE [2]. The
actors are individuals and individual organisations that take
participation in a DBE by taking specific roles according
to their capabilities. They engaged in the relationships with
other actors of the systems, and realise these roles at the
runtime by the means of different digital components such as
the ecosystemdigital platformand its services, smart devices,
and even other.

DBE roles are of a high significance for the ecosys-
tem’s design because they correspond to the DBE-specific
responsibilities of the actual involved actors and provide thus
underlying knowledge for the capabilities relevant to a DBE
and the method of their use. In [12], the authors surveyed the
relevant literature to identify the DBE roles leading to the
following ones:

• Driver is guiding and looking over all actors within an
ecosystem, with responsibilities, such as setting up a com-
monvision for allDBEactors, improving the overall health
of a DBE, and collecting and raising end users’ events and
feedback.

• Aggregator collects and combines multiple resources in a
DBE into products and serviceswithout having the respon-
sibility of leading a whole ecosystem and its involved
actors. A

• Modular Producer has capabilities and offers resources,
such as products, services, technologies, knowledge, and
financial funding, in a specialised domain within a DBE.

• Complementor develops also capabilities and creates val-
ues in a specialised domain. However, its offerings are
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complements, often bundled by end users that add extra
value to the core resources of a DBE.

• Customer is the beneficiary of a DBE’s efforts and the
sources of revenue as they pay for resources, whereas an

• End User consumes resources based on its specific needs
and provides feedback to other DBE actors.

• Governor governs actors within a DBE by defining and
providing normative artefacts, such as standards, laws,
policies, guidelines, norms, and ethics, related to the busi-
ness concern of the DBE.

• Reputation Guardian surveys and assesses DBE actors’
trustworthiness, reliability, solvency, and worthiness.

2.2 Model-based design of digital business
ecosystems

We have studied methods for DBE design in a systematic
literature review [8], whereof 5047 papers initially retrieved
and 3031 screened, 94 were included for analysis. It has been
revealed that from the analysed studies, only few proposed
a holistic conceptual modelling method for DBE design,
i.e. consisting of a modelling language and procedures for
modelling. Remarkably, the modelling procedures of the
proposedmethods are insufficiently rigour, in terms of guide-
lines for design, and incomplete due to lacking consideration
of some importantDBEconcepts in themodelling constructs.
A study [13] included the elements actor, role, capabil-
ity, relationship, and digital component, but the method for
their design and analysis was not elaborated. Similarly, the
inclusion of the elements and the lack of elaboration on
their design and analysis were observed in several other
approaches, including the Methodology of Business Ecosys-
tem Network Analysis [14]; a methodology for modelling
interdependencies between partners in a DBE [4]; and an
approach for modelling and analysing DBEs from the value
perspective [13]. However, none of these studies presented an
elaborated method that includes all relevant DBE elements,
nor themethods encompassed analysis of design or re-design
based on runtime analysis that is important for DBE because
of its high dynamics and complexity.

When studying a complex system,multi-perspectivemod-
elling [15] is important because of its feature of being able
to represent cognitive perspectives, rooted in Psychology.
The cognitive perspectives denote specific professional back-
grounds or mindsets corresponding to cognitive dispositions
of prospective users [15]. This provides means for repre-
senting different knowledge of the system in models with
different intended perspectives and purposes of the users.
Multi-view modelling is also important because of the use of
different types of models in various viewpoints can represent
different facets of the system [16]. This provides the basis for

functionalities such as visualisation, decomposition, and spe-
cialisation supported by a multi-view modelling method and
tool for users with the intention of accessing excepts or dif-
ferent visualisations of existing models based on the various
viewpoints [17]. We have so far used 4EM [5] for modelling
some of the essential perspectives of DBE, such as the actor-
resource model for presenting the actors, their roles in DBE,
and resources that they exchange [18]. It is necessary to incor-
poratemulti-viewmodelling for the further analysis ofDBEs.
Since there are different levels of abstraction of a DBE and
different groups of users, meaning the DBE roles mentioned
in Sect. 2.1, multi-view modelling can support the different
information needs based on these levels and user groups by
modelling and visualising an excerpt or an aggregation of
existing information captured and documented in collected
models.

2.3 Situational method engineering

Situational Method Engineering (SME) [11] is a framework
that provides theory and guidance for the design of methods
that are situation-specific and configurable. A key feature
of SME is the support for method modularity—a method
is constructed using method chunks as the building blocks
[11, 19, 20]. A method chunk is thus an autonomous part of
a method, including its process and product elements. The
process defines the activity of the method chunk, whereas
the product formally defines the artefacts to be used and
produced by the process. In addition, the user roles and sup-
porting tools can also be defined. The composition of method
chunks for constructing a new method is done using the
Map approach [11, 20]. This approach is used to present the
process model of the method in terms of engineering inten-
tions (i.e. the engineering goal) and alternative strategies for
achieving these intentions. The process model follows the
form of a labelled directed graph with intentions as nodes
and strategies as edges between intentions (see a simple map
example given in Fig. 1). For instance, a strategy in the exam-
ple map (Fig. 1) is legal expert meeting, which can be used
to achieve the intention I18 analyse coverage of policies
and regulations on all actors. In the map, a source inten-
tion, a strategy, and a target intention form a section (i.e. a
triplet < source intention, strategy, target intention >). Each
section requires one or more method chunks specifying how
to achieve the target intention using the selected strategy. The
Map approach also provides the method extension mecha-
nism as the adding of new strategies and new intentions leads
to new method chunks [11, 20].

The dynamics occurring in the context of a DBE can be
supported by the situational support of SME by means of
the use of different method chunks as the design strategies.
Dynamics mean how the DBE actors behave, interact, and
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Fig. 1 Example map—the policies and regulations module map (PR-map)

react to each other in different situations, such as in the differ-
ent phases of theDBE life cycle orwhen facing opportunities,
threats, or changes. For example, a dynamic issue can be a
sudden exit of a crucial DBE actor, which can pose a threat
to the operation or deployment of the DBE. The remaining
actor could choose the appropriate method chunks with suit-
able strategies to re-design the DBE timely. The contexts of
DBEs concern specific domains, whereas the dynamic issues
in the context of a DBE are situational.

3 Researchmethodology

3.1 Design science

Design science as a researchmethodology was first proposed
as seven distinct guidelines, namely design as an artefact,
problem relevance, design evaluation, research contributions,
research rigour, design as a search process, and communica-
tion of research, for Information Systems research byHevner
et al. [21]. In this study, we have adopted the definition of
design science (DS) suggested by Johannesson&Perjons [7].
It is defined as “the scientific study and creation of artefacts as
they are developed and used by people with the goal of solv-
ing practical problems of general interest” [7], which shares
similarity with the understanding of DS suggested byHevner
et al. [21]. Under this definition, the researchers not only are
observers of specific phenomena or problems but also take
on an active role as a designer and create useful objects or
artefacts for these problems. Based on this view, the authors
proposed the DS research framework [7], consisting of five
main activities, namely Explicate Problem, Define Require-
ments, Design and Develop Artefact, Demonstrate Artefact,
and Evaluate Artefact. It is important to note that these activ-
ities can be conducted iteratively in the process of a design
science research project.

3.1.1 Problem explication and requirements elicitation
for the DSR project

The current study is a part of our design science research
(DSR) [7] project which aims to develop a framework for
DBE design, analysis, and management from a resilience
perspective. In a systematic literature review [8], we have
attained the objective of explicating the problem by conclud-
ing that there is a lack of a holistic DBE design andmodelling
method. Contributing to the iterative DSR activities [7], our
exploratory semi-structured interview study [9] has further
addressed the problem explication and requirements analy-
sis. With the purpose of understanding DBEs and eliciting
requirements for developing a DBE design method, we have
interviewed industry practitioners and experts from different
business domains. Concerning the design and development
of the artefact, a foundation of the design artefact—a mod-
elling method for DBE design has been presented in [10].
This study focusses on the further elaboration of the activity
Design and Develop Artefact, i.e. the DBE design method,
and the attempt of Demonstrate Artefact.

3.2 Action research

The practice of action research has a long history in many
fields, including organisation development, business and
management, education, nursing and health care, social work
and community development, information systems [22, 23].
As implied by its name, action research combines actions
in real organisational settings with scientific research pro-
cess by integrating applied behavioural science knowledge
with organisational knowledge. Because of this distinctive
characteristic, action research, as a unique scientific inquiry
approach, provides advantages such as addressing real issues
in real organisational settings and supporting organisations
in developing competencies for bring changes into organisa-
tions. Action research promotes the shift from constructing
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a research project on study participants to one that is con-
ducted with the study members. Because of this shift to a
collaboration between researchers and study members, the
co-inquiry process of action research enables the generation
of actionable scientific knowledge and useful organisational
competencies at the same time.

An action research cycle consists of four phases, Con-
structing, Planning Action, Taking Action, Evaluating
Action. Several iterations of action research cycles can con-
sist of a project depending on the scope and the agreement
between the researchers and the study members from the
organisations. During the constructing phase, the context and
purposes of the action research project are discussed by the
researchers and the study members in order to reach con-
sensus on issues that will be addressed in the project. The
exploration of the context and purposes are collaboratively
conducted during the planning action phase. Planned actions
could be a first step of a series of actions tackling the critical
aspect of the issues. The organisation(s) with the support of
the researchers conduct and implement the planned actions
in the taking action phase. Evaluations on all that have been
done collaboratively in the previous phases are reflected and
examined together by the researchers and the study mem-
bers. These reflections feed into the iterative cycles of action
research, meaning that the one cycle helps improve the next
and the coming action research cycles.

3.3 Research design

The research design of this study adopted action research [22]
under the design science research (DSR) framework [7]. The
fusing of DSRwith a more practice-oriented or intervention-
oriented approach has been introduced by previous studies
[24, 25]. Sein et al. [24] proposed an intervention-oriented
approach to DSR as the Action Design Research (ADR),
emphasising the significance of the role of organisational
context shaping the design as well as the deployed arte-
fact. Goldkuhl & Sjöström [25] investigated DSR in the field
as compared to in the laboratory setting and proposed the
Practice Design Research (PDR), stressing the theorising
activities and evaluation activities with the use of situational
design inquiry process (cf. chapter 4 in [25]). Both DSR and
action research aim to change and improve human practices
[7]. We observed that DSR [7, 21], which is, in essence, an
iterative cycle of construct and evaluate activities (for design-
ing artefacts), shares similarities with action research [22],
which is also an iterative cycle of construct and evaluate
activities (for tackling issues in real organisational settings).
In fact, as stated by Hevner et al. [21], the artefacts generated
by DSR may be a construct, method, model or instantia-
tion, which can be not only technology-based, e.g. software
application, but also organisation-based, e.g. organisational

Table 1 Priority rating scores for the 15 focus contexts

Focus context Score (1-least concerned;
7-most concerned)

Actors’ relationship 6

Integration of processes 3

Interchangeability of capabilities 2

Interchangeability of resources 2

Actors’ performance 6

Exchanging values 7

Sharing information 3

KPIs and indicators 6

Communication among actors
(different organisations) in HI’s
ecosystem

4

Sharing digital infrastructures 5

Scope—business focus and
activities—and boundaries—actors
in DBE

7

Alignment in HI’s ecosystem 1

Domain-specific concerns 1

Policies and regulations 3

Future possibility (any changes, new
actor joining, or actor leaving)

6

process design. Also, Sein et al. [24] suggested the signif-
icance of introducing action research cycles into the DSR
process as a more explicit practical contribution orientation
for further development of DSR. Combining DSR and action
research, we have attempted to validate and improve the arte-
fact—the proposedDBE designmethod and its modulemaps
and, at the same time, support an organisation in its DBE set-
ting in developing competencies and acquiring knowledge
using the proposed method.

In order to seek a mutual understanding about the context
and purpose of this action research project, several working
sessions within Health Integrator, the driver of the Digital
Vaccine DBE, was held for designing and conducting the
action research cycles. During the sessions, the common
objectives were established for improving the understand-
ing of the implementing of the main DBE characteristics and
for supporting the development of organisational competen-
cies using the DBE design method as well as validating the
method and its module maps.

As a first step, a semi-structured interview was held with
the use of a priority rating list concerning the focus contexts
motivated by the requirements (c.f. Section 3.2). As shown
in Table 1, the focus contexts motivated by the requirements
were ratedwith a 7-point Likert scale, ofwhich 1was the least
concerned and 7was themost concerned byHealth Integrator
in theDigital VaccineDBE. The step, including the interview
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session and the list of the focus contexts with their priority
rating scores in Table 1, was served as a general constructing
phase of the three sequential action research cycles of this
study since it facilitated the gathering and prioritising of the
issues as a basis of which actions were planned and taken. It
is important to note that the rating scores shown in Table 1 do
not suggest the importance of these focus contexts but rather
how much the focus contexts are concerned in the Digital
Vaccine DBE.

Due to the timeframe, the six focus contexts that were
rated with the scores 6 and 7, namely actors’ relationship,
actors’ performance, exchangingvalues,KPIs and indicators,
scope and boundaries, and future possibility, were chosen to
be addressed in the three sequential action research cycles.
As agreed in the common objectives, the three consecutive
phases, planning action, taking action, and evaluating action,
of the three action research cycles for this study emphasised
the use of the DBE method and its module maps as actions,
meaning that walkthroughs of the module maps related to
focus contexts as well as validation actions based on strate-
gies and intentions (method chunks) were planned, taken,
and evaluated. For the first cycle, the focus context—scope
and boundaries was chosen as the main working theme for
the consecutive three phases. With the support of the scope
and boundaries module map (S-map), the usefulness of the
strategies and intentions (method chunks) were validated
with actions under the circumstance that a refined business
focus was being introduced to the Digital Vaccine DBE.
Based on the same circumstance, two focus contexts—ac-
tors’ relationship and exchanging values were addressed in
the second cycle with the use of the actors and relation-
ships (A-map), interchangeability of capabilities (C-map),
and interchangeability of resources (R-map) module maps.
In the third cycle, actors’ performance, KPIs and indicators,
and future possibility were the main issues in focus and the
validation actions were planned, taken, and evaluated based
on the KPIs, indicators, and actors’ performance (KIP-map),
runtime management (RM-map), and digital infrastructures
(D-map) module maps.

4 Design and development of the DBE
methodmaps

This section presents the theoretical foundation for the con-
ceptualisation and development of the method for designing
DBEs and its module maps. The presented results are based
on a previous publication [10], and in this study they are
improved and elaborated based on an action research project
with a functioning digital business ecosystem with real busi-
ness settings.

Following the previous studies of the DSR project (as
described in Sect. 3.1.1), we further attend to the step

of designing and developing artefact for our DBE design
method by applying a product-driven SME approach in this
study.

4.1 Identification of main concepts and intentions

Due to the lack of existing holistic design and modelling
methods for DBEs, we applied SME with a product-driven
approach [20]. In other words, we have not observed any
existing methods, including the modelling process or pro-
cedures and the modelling products, which encompass the
comprehensive perspectives of a DBE. Therefore, a product-
driven SME approach was chosen in order to identify
intentions related to the product parts for constructing the
method process in the current study. Asmotivated previously
in Sect. 1, the process should be constructed before integrat-
ing existingmodellingmethods and their product parts which
could support this DBE method and its method chunks. That
is, the product-driven SME approach for the identification
of product element-related intentions has been adopted to
inform the construction of the method process.

This approach means that the empirical data and the 30
requirements (as shown in Table 2) in [9] were used to derive
the main concepts or artefacts (i.e. product parts). These 22
main concepts were considered related to the product parts of
the DBE design method and, in turn, served as the drive for
facilitating the intentions of the process and the development
of process models as in maps for the method.

The 22 main concepts (shown in italic) are described in
the following. Scope of a DBE concerns business focus and
activities of the DBE based on its vision, whereas bound-
aries determine which actors are part of the DBE. Vision
is a collection of goals on a strategic level. Based on this
difference, both goal and vision are equally important arte-
facts in the context of DBE considering the multiple actors
involved. Actors are organisations or individuals who take
part in a DBE and establish relationships with each other.
Each actor has specific role(s) and corresponding respon-
sibilities (c.f. Section 2.1 and [12] for the defined DBE
roles and their responsibilities). Each actor has also its
domain-specific focus area and interests, properties related
to performance, and key performance indicators (KPIs).
Within a DBE, relevant processes, capabilities, resources,
and values of participating actors are shared and exchanged,
which contributes to the functioning and sustaining of the
DBE. Digital infrastructures and communication channels
shared and used between actors constitute the digital envi-
ronment of a DBE, where communication form(s) agreed
by the actors and agreement(s) about exchanged information
between them are fundamental.Policies and regulations exist
in the context of DBE to impose certain rules and restrictions.
Table 2 shows the 30 requirements elicited in [9] and the 32
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Table 2 Requirements and ME intentions

Requirement Intention

R1. The method shall aid the process of delimiting scope and
boundaries of a DBE

I1. Delimit scope and boundaries

R2. The method shall support assignment of DBE roles and
responsibilities to actors

I2. Identify actors

R5. The method shall support modelling of communication channels
among actors

I3. Identify communication channels used in DBE

R6. The method shall support modelling of commonly agreed form of
communication among actors

I4. Identify agreed communication forms in DBE

R7. The method shall support analysis of an actor’s relevant part of a
DBE

I5. Analyse DBE’s scope and boundaries from single actor’s
viewpoint

R8. The method shall support analysis of relationships and types of
relationships among actors

I6. Identify relationships (type) between actors

I7. Analyse DBE’s relationship network

R10. The method shall support modelling of actors’ processes,
capabilities, and resources on a DBE level

I8. Identify processes of actors relevant for DBE

I9. Identify capabilities of actors relevant for DBE

I10. Identify resources of actors relevant for DBE

R11. The method shall be able to integrate actors’ processes and
streamline the overall process on a DBE level

I11. Analyse possible integration of processes in DBE

R13. The method shall support modelling of values within a DBE I12. Identify relevant exchanged values in DBE

R14. The method shall support analysis of existing and future
co-created values among actors

I13. Analyse possible co-created values in future state of DBE

R15. The method shall support modelling of digital infrastructures
within a DBE

I14. Identify digital infrastructures shared in DBE

R16. The method shall support analysis of existing and future
innovation created by shared infrastructures among actors

I15. Analyse possible new innovation based on shared infrastructures
in future state of DBE

R17. The method shall support modelling of policies and regulations
within a DBE

I16. Identify policies relevant for actors and DBE

I17. Identify regulations relevant for actors and DBE

R18. The method shall support analysis of coverage of policies and
regulations

I18. Analyse coverage of policies and regulations on all actors

R21. The method should support identification of possible changes by
obtaining relevant data

I19. Identify possible changes occurring in and to DBE (by analyse
external context data and relevant data of DBE actors)

R22. The method should support analysing of future state of a DBE
when involving new actors

I20. Analyse DBE’s future state when changes occur (new actor
joining or existing actor exiting)

R23. The method shall support analysis of shareable and
interchangeable capabilities and resources

I21. Analyse properties of capabilities and their interchangeability

I22. Analyse properties of resources and their interchangeability

R24. The method shall be able to show the agreement on what
information and data are shared among actors

I23. Identify information shared in DBE

R25. The method shall support modelling types of information
exchanged and shared among actors

R26. The method shall support alignment of vision and goals among
actors

I24. Align actors’ visions in DBE

I25. Align actors’ goals in DBE

R27. The method shall support management based on actors’
domain-specific focus areas and interests

I26. Identify actors’ domain-specific activities, competences, and
skills relevant for DBE

I27. Manage DBE based on selected domain catalogues of actors’
activities, competences, and skills

R28. The method shall support management and monitoring of various
levels of processes and monitoring of the overall process at a DBE
level

I28. Monitor integrated DBE processes

R29. The method shall support monitoring of actors’ KPIs and
indicators

I29. Identify KPIs and indicators of actors relevant for DBE
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Table 2 (continued)

Requirement Intention

I30. Monitor KPIs and indicators of DBE (based on goals and vision)

R30. The method shall support analysis of various data concerning
actors’ properties and performance

I31. Identify relevant properties related to actors’ performance in
DBE

I32. Analyse new actors’ fitness and qualification in joining DBE
based on properties (and performance)

R3. The method shall support inclusion of actors regardless of
geographical locations

n/a; constraints

R4. The method shall support exposure of a DBE regardless of its
geographical location

n/a; constraints

R9. The method shall support the means and requirements for the
accession to a DBE

n/a; constraints

R12. The method shall support exposure of collaborating processes,
capabilities, and resources among actors

n/a; constraints

R19. The method shall be agile in order to support the dynamics of a
DBE and fast decision-making within the DBE

n/a; constraints

R20. The method shall support an expandable knowledge base of the
DBE framework and roles

n/a; constraints

intentions derived from the identified 22main concepts based
on these requirements.

As shown in Table 2, six requirements, R3, R4, R9, R12,
R19, and R20, were considered constraints of the DBE
method and thus did not lead to identification of intentions.
These requirements were described in more detail in a pre-
vious study [9]. The 32 intentions, or so-called engineering
intentions, according to SME, were then used as the starting
point for constructing the DBE method maps as in process
models using the Map approach (c.f. [11, 20] and Sect. 2.3).

4.2 DBEmethodmaps as the design artefacts

Using the Map approach, a holistic process, yet agile by
its focus to producing minimal viable results by means of
modularisation, for the DBE method is developed with the
set of intensions as basis. Due to the complexity of design-
ing an entire DBE, each module map focuses on a design
concern and illustrates the process model, in terms of engi-
neering intentions and different, situation-related, strategies
to achieve the intentions related to the specific design con-
cern. The notion of module map is still supported by the
key characteristics of SME—modularity andmethod chunks.
This means that each and every section (i.e. a triplet < source
intention, strategy, target intention >) in these module maps
still requires to be specified by one or more method chunks.
In the following paragraphs, the module maps are described
and the relationships among these maps are explained. Table
3 shows the module maps for the DBE design method and
their descriptions.

Fivemodulemaps, namely scope and boundaries (S-map),
actors and relationships (A-map), interchangeability of capa-
bilities (C-map), interchangeability of resources (R-map),
and digital infrastructures (D-map) module maps are con-
sidered as baseline module maps for the DBE design method
and will be discussed later in Sect. 4.3. These five module
maps address the design concerns related to the five essen-
tial elements of DBEs and thus are necessary for designing
a DBE, i.e. the baseline of the DBE design method.

The other six module maps are integration of pro-
cesses (IP-map), policies and regulations (PR-map), domain-
specific concerns (DSR-map), communication channel and
information sharing (CCIS-map), KPIs, indicators, and
actors’ performance (KIP-map), and runtime management
(RM-map). Even though these six module maps do not con-
cern the essential elements, they are constructed with the
basis of the main concepts and requirements obtained from
empirical data and are considered complimentary to the com-
prehensive perspectives of the DBE design method. The
integration of processes (IP-map) module maps concerns
the operational processes of individual DBE actors and the
integration of these operational processes. This integration
could be related to the digital infrastructures that are used
and shared among the actors. The policies and regulations
(PR-map) module maps is about understanding the policies,
in terms of rulesmade by companies or organisations in order
to carry out a plan and achieve certain aims, and regula-
tions, meaning restrictions, with the effect of law, made and
imposed by public agencies [26], relevant for individualDBE
actors as well as a whole DBE. In other words, there could
be external policies to which a DBE needs to adhere, but also
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Table 3 Descriptions of the module maps for the DBE method

Name of module map Description

Scope and boundaries S-map (baseline) The module map supports the users when they would like to define, refine,
or redefine the scope, meaning the business focus, and boundaries,
meaning involving actors; and further align visions and goals among the
actors under the defined scope

Actors and relationships A-map (baseline) The module map supports the users to capture and document the DBE
actors with DBE roles and responsibilities; identify the relationships
among the DBE actors; and further analyse the relationship network. It
also supports the users to reuse existing actor models

Interchangeability of capabilities C-map (baseline) The module map supports the users to capture and document the actors’
capabilities relevant in the specific DBE context; and further analyse the
interchangeability of these capabilities. It also supports the users to reuse
existing capability models or maps

Interchangeability of resources R-map (baseline) The module map supports the users to capture and document the actors’
resources (tangible and intangible) relevant in the specific DBE context;
and further analyse the interchangeability of these resources. It also
supports the users to reuse existing resource models

Digital infrastructures D-map (baseline) The module map supports the users to capture and document the digital
infrastructures shared among the actors in the specific DBE context; and
further analyse the possibility of new innovation based on sharing the
digital infrastructures

Integration of processes IP-map The module map supports the users to capture and document the actors’
operational processes relevant in the specific DBE context; analyse the
integration of these processes; and further monitor the integrated
processes. It also supports the users to reuse existing process models

Policies and regulations PR-map The module map supports the users to capture and document the policies
and regulations relevant for single actors and the overall DBE in the
specific DBE context; and further analyse the coverage of these policies
and regulations

Domain-specific concerns DSC-map The module map supports the users to capture and document the
domain-specific information (activities, competences, and skills) of the
DBE actors in the specific DBE context; and further support management
of the DBE based on chosen domain-specific goals

Communication channel and information sharing CCIS-map The module map supports the users to capture and document the
communication channels and the agreed forms of communication used
among the DBE actors; and capture and document the information and
the information type shared among actors in the specific DBE context

KPIs, indicators, and actors’ performance KIP-map The module map supports the users to capture and document the DBE
actors’ KPIs and indicators relevant in the specific DBE context; monitor
of these KPIs and indicators; and further identify the relevant properties
(KPIs, indicators, and parameters) for monitoring actors’ performance

Runtime management RM-map The module map supports the users to analyse the changes of the DBE
during runtime, such as joining of new actors and exiting of existing
actors. It further supports the analysis of new actors’ fitness and
qualification of joining to a specific DBE context

but also internal policies in the DBE to which the actors need
to adhere. The domain-specific concerns (DSR-map)module
map is about the activities, competencies, and skills related to
DBE actors’ specific domains and how the actors canmanage
them based on their domain-specific goals. The communica-
tion channel and information sharing (CCIS-map) module
map concerns the communication channels used and shared
among DBE actors for the information agreed to be shared

within the DBE. The KPIs, indicators, and actors’ perfor-
mance (KIP-map)modulemap is related to the understanding
of the static and dynamic aspects of a DBE bymeans of mon-
itoring relevant KPIs, indicators, and actors’ performance.
The runtime management (RM-map) module map concerns
changes occurring in a DBE, once the DBE is deployed, i.e.
the DBE becomes operational and alive.
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Table 4 Notation used for illustrating map dependency

Type of element/dependency Graphic notation

Baseline map

Other map

Include (dependency)

Condition (dependency)

Feedback (dependency)

4.3 Guidelines for using the DBEmethodmaps

Despite the holistic construction of the module maps for
the process of the DBE method, the maps are intended for
the use in the agile way, due to their self-containment and
loosely coupled nature. This means that the users could
use several of the process maps simultaneously or in the
users’ preferred order based on their preferences and needs.
For each and every module map, the users could perform
a chosen section (i.e. a triplet < source intention, strat-
egy, target intention >). When needed, additional strategies
could be engineered, added, and used to achieve the listed
intentions in the maps. Nevertheless, there are five baseline
module maps. Baseline means that a module map is nec-
essary to be used when designing a DBE using the DBE
Method. Also, three types of dependencies among the mod-
ule maps exist. Condition means that a module map is a
perquisite of another module map. Include means that a
module map requires the execution of the included mod-
ule map. Feedback means that the execution of a module
map may suggest returning to one or more previously per-
formed module map(s). Table 4 shows the notation used for
the graphic representation of map dependency in Table 5.
Table 5 shows the dependencies among the identified mod-
ule maps.

The five baseline module maps, namely scope and bound-
aries, actors and relationships, interchangeability of capabil-
ities, interchangeability of resources, and digital infrastruc-
tures are considered mandatory to be used while designing
a DBE. The idea of enforcing the mandatory use of baseline
module maps is based on the five essential DBE elements,
namely actor, role, capability, relationship, and digital com-
ponent, derived from the definition of DBE (cf. Section 2.1).
It is suggested that the users should start with the S-map
and A-map. Then, the user could proceed with the C-map,

R-map, andD-map. The scope and boundaries (S-map)mod-
ule map concerns the defining of the business focus of a DBE
and the involved actors as well as the alignment of actors’
visions and goals since the overall vision of theDBE is often a
basis for defining the scope and boundaries. Hence, the scope
and boundaries of a DBE and the alignment of visions and
goals should cohere with each other. The actors and rela-
tionships (A-map) module map is about understanding the
actors in a DBE, their roles, and their relationship networks.
The interchangeability of capabilities (C-map) and the inter-
changeability of resources (R-map) module maps are related
to the offered and desired resources and enabling capabilities
across the involved actors in a DBE and to analyse the inter-
changeability of them.An example is Fig. 6 discussed later in
Sect. 5.2 for validation. The digital infrastructures (D-map)
module map is about understanding the digital infrastruc-
tures used and shared among actors in a DBE and these
shared infrastructures are important as a support for con-
ducting the operational processes or as the means of new
innovation when changes occur.

A few examples are given here to illustrate the dependen-
cies described in Table 5. The Include A-map dependency of
the S-map suggests that it is required to perform the A-map
and understand theDBE actors and their relationshipswhen a
user is performing the S-map in order to be able to define the
business focus and involved actors and align actors’ visions
and goals. The Condition A-map dependency of the C-map
means that the A-map needs to be, as a prerequisite, per-
formed before the use of the C-map in order for the user
to be able to analyse the capabilities of actors involving in
a DBE. The Feedback A-map dependency of the KIP-map
suggests that the monitoring of KPIs, indicators, and actors’
performance with the use and support of the KIP-map could
trigger and suggest the user to reperform the A-map in order
to revisit the current design of existing DBE actors and their
relationships and make changes to the design with the reuse
of the A-map.

5 Validation with the Digital Vaccine case

Wehave studied the applicability of the proposedmethod and
the module maps as the design artefacts with action research.
Real business settings in a Digital Vaccine case realised by
a functioning digital business ecosystem aiming to improve
personal tailored preventive health care for citizens, is used
to validate the proposed method. With the use and support
of the proposed method and the module maps, validation
actions were planned and taken as it is in depth described
below.
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Table 5 Dependency of the module maps

Name of module map Map dependency and graphic representation
Scope and boundaries S-map 
(baseline)

Baseline: The S-map is a baseline module map.
Include A-map: After commencing the S-map, it is required to perform 
the A-map.

Actors and relationships A-map 
(baseline)

Baseline: The A-map is a baseline module map.

Interchangeability of capabilities 
C-map (baseline)

Baseline: The C-map is a baseline module map.
Condition A-map: The A-map is a prerequisite before performing the 
C-map.

Interchangeability of resources R-
map (baseline)

Baseline: The R-map is a baseline module map.
Condition A-map: The A-map is a prerequisite before performing the 
R-map.

Digital infrastructures D-map 
(baseline)

Baseline: The D-map is a baseline module map.
Condition A-map: The A-map is a prerequisite before performing the 
D-map.

Integration of processes IP-map Condition A-map: The A-map is a prerequisite before performing the 
IP-map.
Condition D-map: The D-map is a prerequisite before performing the 
IP-map.

Policies and regulations PR-map Condition A-map: The A-map is a prerequisite before performing the 
PR-map.

Domain specific concerns DSC-
map

Condition A-map: The A-map is a prerequisite before performing the 
DSC-map.
Feedback S-map: After completing the DSC-map, it may trigger the 
returning to the S-map and reperforming of the S-map. 
Feedback A-map: After completing the DSC-map, it may trigger the 
returning to the A-map and reperforming of the A-map.
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Table 5 (continued)

Communication channel and 
information sharing CCIS-map

Condition A-map: The A-map is a prerequisite before performing the 
CCIS-map.

KPIs, indicators, and actors’ 
performance KIP-map

- Condition A-map: The A-map is a prerequisite before 
performing the KIP-map.
- Feedback S-map: After completing the KIP-map, it may 
trigger the returning to the S-map and reperforming of the S-map. 
Feedback A-map: After completing the KIP-map, it may trigger the 
returning to the A-map and reperforming of the A-map. 

Runtime management RM-map Include baseline module maps: After commencing the RM-map, it is 
required to perform the five baseline module maps.
Include KIP-map: If analysing new actors’ fitness and qualification, it 
is required to perform KIP-map. 

Communication channel and 
information sharing CCIS-map

- Condition A-map: The A-map is a prerequisite before performing the 
CCIS-map.

KPIs, indicators, and actors’ 
performance KIP-map

Runtime management RM-map - Include baseline module maps: After commencing the RM-map, it is 
required to perform the five baseline module maps.

- Include KIP-map: If analysing new actors’ fitness and qualification, it 
is required to perform KIP-map. 

5.1 Digital Vaccine DBE setting

The Digital Vaccine case is a functioning and operating
platform-oriented DBE, driven by Health Integrator AB, a
Stockholm-based company. This innovative business con-
stellation was at an early stage supported by European
Institute of Innovation and Technology Health (EIT Health).
Actors such as digital and physical health service providers,
health product suppliers, different types of individual end
users, health coaches, a data analysing institute, and investors
come together and collaborate in the DBE with the outlook
set by the driving company—Health Integrator and the sup-
port from thepublic sector—StockholmRegion.These actors
havedifferentDBE roles, includingdriver,modular producer,
end user, customer, and governor. The aim of the Digital Vac-
cine DBE is to shift the focus in health care from reactive to
proactive by providing tailored care based on personal needs
and supporting healthier lifestyle habits and to reduce the
financial burden of health care on the public health care sys-
tem. Being the driving company and holding the leadership
role in the Digital Vaccine DBE, Health Integrator owns a
digital health platform. Enabled by the platform, actors can
collaboratively realise the aim of improving personal-based

preventive health care and maintain healthier lifestyles. For
individuals as end users in the DBE, they can set up health
goals and track their progresses through measures with the
support of health coaches who have the DBE role modu-
lar producer. Other modular producers such as health care
providers and product suppliers can make their services and
products easily accessible and better fit the needs of the end
users within the network of this DBE on the curated market-
place. For the DBE role customer, such as employers, they
can invest in their employees’ (as end users) health and well-
being through the DBE and be supported by the platform to
track and report the organisations’ health development data.

The Digital Vaccine DBE has successfully been applied
to pre-diabetic patients, people who are at risk for type 2
diabetes which is a condition costing the Stockholm Region
about 2.5 billion Swedish kronor annually. The Stockholm
Region as the governor and customer, together with Health
Integrator as the driver, andSkandia andSEBas thefinanciers
and modular producers, run the project through the Digital
Vaccine DBE. The first batch with 210 participants (individ-
ual end users) has had the first blood sugar control after six
months. The results show that 43 per cent of the participants
are no longer classified as pre-diabetic and 61 per cent have
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lowered their blood sugar [27]. This could contribute to an
annual saving of 1.4 billion Swedish kronor as calculated by
the Stockholm Region. With the success, a new outlook to
target a new group of individuals—20- to 65-year-old work-
ing population, a new type of end user, has been set out by
Health Integrator as the driving company. As a dynamic issue
for the Digital Vaccine DBE, this new outlook expects poten-
tial additional business activities, new business goals, and
values.

5.2 Multiple wallets for end users

In this scenario, we investigated a change of the business
focus occurring in the Digital Vaccine DBE leading to the
inclusion of different types of end users being entitled with
multiple wallets on the digital platform/marketplace with
pre-paid capital from different sources of financial supports.
As mentioned above, a new outlook targeting a new group of
end users, who are 20- to 65-year-old working population,
are being introduced to the Digital Vaccine DBE. This means
that the DBE has now an additional business focus, improv-
ing the personal-based preventive health care for not only the
pre-diabetic patients/citizens but also citizens who are part
of the working population and have various occupational and
health conditions.

We started by using this scenario as a basis for walk-
through of the S-map with Health Integrator. As shown in
Fig. 2, both the goal modelling and the interviews and negoti-
ation strategies were perceived to be helpful when delimiting
the new scope and boundaries of the DBE, in terms of trying
to introduce this new group of end users as a new business
focus to the DBE with the other collaborative actors, such as
the public sector—StockholmRegion being the governor and
customer of the DBE and the health coaches as the module
producers of the DBE. According to our action based on the
goal modelling strategy, with the new business focus, docu-
menting business goals of the DBE targeting different groups
of end users collaboratively with other DBE actors was con-
sidered a suitable strategy. Thereafter, the A-map, having an
include type of dependency with the S-map as described in
Sect. 4.3, was used and will be discussed later on in this
section. To align actors’ visions, the DBE integrated vision-
based alignment, driver’s vision-based alignment, and the
modelling strategies were considered appropriate and useful
for resolving conflicts based on our actions. Despite the new
business focus, the actors within the Digital Vaccine DBE
could reach consensus on shared clear commonvisions.After
the action of attempting to align actors’ goals, Health Integra-
tor agreed that theDBE role-based alignment and modelling
strategies could support the understanding and alignment of
the business goals at a more detailed level among the collab-
orative actors in the DBE context. These actors had different

DBE roles, including modular producer, complementor, cus-
tomer, and governor roles.

Figure 3 illustrates the module map actors and rela-
tionships (A-map). Both the Driver-first DBE role-based
discovery and the new actor discovery strategies were con-
sidered useful. However, in this specific scenario, the action
was taken based on the new actor discovery strategy as, based
on the new business focus, a new group of end users were
being introduced to the Digital Vaccine DBE as new actors.
Through the action with modelling strategy, the identifica-
tion of actors was carried out with a specific focus on the
roles and responsibilities (c.f. Section 2.1 [12] and other stud-
ies [28–31]). Following this, both driver centred and single
actor’s viewpoint strategies were perceived to be appropriate
dependingon the situationswhen identifying actors’ relation-
ship. Given the scenario, driver centred strategy was chosen
for the action as it was not necessary to identify all rela-
tionships among every single new end user as actor and the
existing actors in theDBE. These identified actors, their DBE
roles, and their relationships were illustrated in an updated
extended actor-resource 4EM model as shown in Fig. 6.
Model analysis, as a strategy, was considered applicable to
analyse the Digital Vaccine DBE’s relationship network by
means of several existing tools, such as [32, 33], support-
ing the visualisations and relationships of such networks in
the context of a DBE. The attractiveness analysis strategy
was mentioned as valuable when trying to analyse the rela-
tionship network based on the supply and demand in the
Digital Vaccine DBE—modular producers’ (providers and
suppliers) offers versus customers’ and end users’ needs and
preferences which concern quality and quantity parameters
as the composite properties of the attractiveness in a relation-
ship.

The interchangeability of resources module map (R-map)
was used to understand the resources in the DBE with the
new actors, especially the financial resources supporting the
new group of end users. Due to the condition type of depen-
dency that the A-map has with the R-map, the walkthrough
of the R-map (Fig. 4) with Health Integrator was conducted
after. This walkthrough suggested that the strategies in the
R-map were appropriate. As for this scenario, the end-user
focused strategy was chosen for the action of identifying the
resources. Themodel analysis strategywas considered useful
when analysing the interchangeability of the resources, such
as health care products and services provided by actors with
the DBE role modular producer, within the Digital Vaccine
DBE as service providers and product suppliers scaled up.
Discussion on intangible (soft) resources—assets such as the
branding of the Digital Vaccine platform operated by Health
Integrator; the unique business model with pre-paid capital
in end users’ wallets on the marketplace; the human-related
resources such as skills related to health coaching resulting in
encouragement and motivation, and knowledge provided by
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Fig. 2 The scope and boundaries module map (S-map) of the DBE method

Fig. 3 The actors and relationships module map (A-map) of the DBE method

Fig. 4 The interchangeability of resources module map (R-map) of the DBE method

the health coaches, end users as a community, and health data
analysing institute occurred during the walkthrough. These
intangible (soft) resources were one of the keys leading to
value creation and exchange in the DBE [34].

For the same reason of having the A-map as a condition
dependency, the interchangeability of capabilities module
map (C-map) (Fig. 5) was validated in a similar fashion.
The capability mapping strategy was used to perform action
related to the identification of relevant capabilities. The

strategies in this map were perceived appropriate and the
model analysis strategy for analysing the interchangeability
of the capabilities could also be useful as the DBE scaled up.

As shown in Fig. 6, the new actors and related resources
for the scenario in the Digital Vaccine DBE were illustrated
in the extended 4EM actor-resource model. This resulted in
the three different types of end users in the DBE, namely role
3 employee, role 7 private client, and role 8 regional health
care client. All three roles represented the actors of this new
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Fig. 5 The interchangeability of capabilities module map (C-map) of the DBE method

Fig. 6 The different types of wallet resources (shown in bold) for the different end users in Digital Vaccine DBE

group of end users (with the DBE role end user), meaning the
20- to 65-year-old working population with various occupa-
tional and health conditions, being introduced to the DBE as
part of the new business focus. Three different types of finan-
cial resources, namely resource 10 private capital, resource
11 employee investment capital, and resource 12 health care
funds, were also identified and are shown in bold in Fig. 6.

These three types of end users belonging to this new group
are supported by different financial resources. The new end
users with the role employee are the ones employed by pri-
vate companies or employers (with the DBE role customer)

which take part in the Digital Vaccine DBE. These compa-
nies or employers pre-pay employee investment capital, i.e.
wellness benefits, for their employees in order for them to
improve personal health through the use of the DBE’s plat-
form. Those with the role private client are the ones who
decide to spend private capital for being part of the DBE
and utilise the preventive health care services and products
offered in the DBE. Regional health care clients are the new
end users who are part of the regional health care systemwith
or without underlying health conditions. They are entitled
with public health care funds that are pre-paid by the region
(public sector with the DBE role customer and governor)
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to the Digital Vaccine DBE for them to consume preventive
health care services and products through the platform.

The actions and walkthroughs of the module maps for this
scenario reflect the design of the information system (plat-
form) used for the Digital Vaccine DBE as shown in Figs. 7
and 8. This means that depending on the role of an end-user
multiple wallets are created for them on the digital platform
according to the financial resources they are entitled with.
The user can then choose fromwhich wallets, i.e. with which
financial resources, they will pay for the services and prod-
ucts while using the platform. Figure 7 shows a screenshot of
the marketplace page populated by health care services and
products with different costs and sources of costs offered by
actors in the Digital Vaccine DBE. The services and products
shown in Fig. 7 are some of the examples among a greater
amount of offers on the platform. The end user, in case of
being a pre-diabetic patient, has a total amount of pre-loaded
12,500 Swedish kronor, and in this case 4704 Swedish kro-
nor left as a sum of the wallets. The products and services
have different costs, including one that is free (“Gratis”) and
two that are covered by the public health care funds (“Pa-
tientavgift”), as shown in the examples in Fig. 7.

Figure 8 shows a screenshot of the checkout page illus-
trating how an end user will pay by choosing to use the
pre-loaded money from different wallets depending on the
types of end user they are and the sources of financial sup-
port they are entitled with (e.g. pre-loaded pre-diabetic funds
from StockholmRegion or pre-loaded extra funds from a pri-
vate employer) or with their own money (“Egna medel”).

5.3 End-user performance

Building upon the previous scenario in Sect. 5.2, this sce-
nariowe investigated the cycle of improving endusers’ health
and evaluating their health performances against their health
goals enabled by the Digital Vaccine DBE and its various
actors with different DBE roles.

As illustrated in Fig. 9, the cycle, which is completely sup-
ported by the digital platform, starts by gathering baseline
data regarding an end user’s health condition, such as blood
tests or full-body health check-ups. With the help of health
coaches and the health data analysing institute—modular
producers of the DBE, knowledge about individual preven-
tive health needs and the optimal measures is provided to
the end user as valuable insights after analysing the baseline
data. According to these insights, a preventive health care
plan with health goals for the end user is activated through
the platform where products and services matching with the
health needs and goals can be consumed. These products
and services are not offered by a single actor but rather col-
lectively by DBE actors with the roles modular producer and
even end user, such as end-user-initiated services, e.g. Health
Buddy. The end user’s progress related to the health goals and

plan is tracked by gathering data again after the preventive
health care interventions in the evaluation phase. The evalu-
ation data is analysed by health coaches and the health data
analysing institute and used as feedback for the end user’s
next health improvement cycle.

Using this scenario, we performed walkthroughs of the
KPIs, indicators, and actors’ performance (KIP-map) and
runtime management (RM-map) module maps. For the same
reason of having the A-map as a condition dependency, the
KIP-map (Fig. 10) was carried out for the walkthrough after
having used the A-map in the previous scenario. As shown
in Fig. 10, the four strategies, strategy, actor, capability, and
process driven, were perceived to be helpful when identi-
fying KPIs and indicators of the Digital Vaccine DBE. For
example, taking the process driven strategy, KPIs and indi-
cators concerning the onboarding and the quality assurance
processes of the DBE actors, especially those that have the
roles modular producer, complementor, and governor, can be
identified.With the capability-driven strategy,KPIs and indi-
cators related to capabilities supporting the improvement of
preventive health care realised by DBE roles, such as driver,
modular producer, and complementor, can be identified. The
action was taken based on the actor driven strategy as shown
in an example in Fig. 11. Tomonitor the static or the structural
aspect of theDBEwith the identifiedKPIs and indicators, the
end-user-based andDBE vision-based monitoring strategies
were both considered appropriate depending on the situation
at hand. On the other hand, to address the more dynamic
aspect of the DBE, in terms of the performance of the actors,
single actor centred and end-user centred strategies were
applicable to identify properties of actor performance based
on the identified KPIs and indicators. Using these identified
properties, the artificial intelligent algorithm-based strategy
was suggested suitable for monitoring actors’ performance.
The actors could be having any DBE roles but in this sce-
nario the cycle was emphasised and thus led to the focus on
the roles end user and modular producer. In other words, the
performances concerned both the end users’ progress against
health care plans and goals and how the modular producers’
services and/or products contribute to the progress of the end
users.

As shown in Fig. 11, several KPIs concerning how the
different actors with different DBE roles contribute to the
progress of the end-user performance were identified using
actor driven strategy as shown inFig. 10 anddescribed above.
Theyweremodelled togetherwith the different goals, includ-
ing resilience goals, DBE domain goals, and business goals
of the Digital Vaccine DBE.

The scenario, especially the changes related to the feed-
back used in new cycles happening during and after the
evaluation phase as described above, was also used for val-
idating the runtime management (RM-map) module map
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Fig. 7 Screenshot of the marketplace page for the Digital Vaccine DBE

(Fig. 12). External context data, internal data, new actor dis-
covery, and actor elimination strategies were suggested to be
useful when identifying changes in the Digital Vaccine DBE
and analysing its future state under the circumstances of new
actor joining and existing actor exiting the DBE. Thereafter,
the baseline module maps, i.e. the S-map, A-map, C-map,
R-map, and D-map, having an include type of dependency
with the RM-map, were used. The D-map will be the only

baseline module map discussed later on in this section since
all other of the baseline maps were described in Sect. 5.2.
In the situation of a new actor joining the DBE, both single
actor centred and DBE integrated vision-based strategies
were applicable to analyse the new actor’s fitness and quali-
fication based on its performance in theDigital VaccineDBE.
For this, the KIP-map having an include type of dependency
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Fig. 8 Screenshot of the checkout page of the digital platform for the Digital Vaccine DBE

with the RM-map should be carried out and was, neverthe-
less, omitted in order to avoid the redundancy of repeating
its use in the same scenario.

As shown in Fig. 13, the two strategies, namely docu-
ment analysis and workshop, supported by the collaborative
ecosystem modelling approach suggested in [33, 35], were
considered to be useful when collaboratively identifying the
digital infrastructures shared among actors in theDigitalVac-
cine DBE, especially actors with the role driver owning the
digital platform and those who had a more direct usage of
the digital platform such as end user, customer, and module
producer. The three strategies, model analysis, DBE actor
negotiation (in terms of negotiation meetings among DBE
actors), and innovation simulation, were suggested applica-
ble to facilitate the analysis of possible new innovation in this

specific situation of a newactor joining theDBE.The strategy
innovation simulation could be supported by the many exist-
ing scientific research and approaches, such as in [36–38].

Figure 14 illustrates a screenshot of the dashboard page
showing an end user’s health plan, goals, and progress. The
lower section shows the preventive health care services and
products provided by the differentmodular producers that are
currently in active usage status for the end user and are con-
tributing to the preventive health care progress. The design
and the backend of the information system (platform) as
shown in Fig. 14 is able to be supported by the modules
maps as described above for this scenario. The backend can
be designed to support the data retrieval and monitoring of
the KPIs, indicators, and measurement properties that has
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Fig. 9 The healthy cycle for improving and evaluating end users’ health performance enabled by the Digital Vaccine DBE and its digital platform
(information system)

Fig. 10 The KPIs, indicators, and actors’ performance module map (KIP-map) of the DBE method

been identified as relevant. Also, artificial intelligent algo-
rithms incorporated as part of the backend design can be
used to analyse the monitored KPIs and properties in order
to suggest changes to improve end-user performance. These
changes can be the adoption of more suitable services and/or
products from other modular producers, the deactivation of
an existing in-use services and/or products, and suggestions
for other effective services and/or products based on similar
health care plans and goals of other end users.

6 Discussion

In the settings and scenarios of the Digital Vaccine DBE
used for this study, we tried to demonstrate the complex and
intricate nature of a DBE. The self-organising characteristic
of the Digital Vaccine DBE is supported by a heteroge-
neous network of actors having different DBE roles, such
as end user, governor, modular producer, providing and con-
suming resources with enabling capabilities in symbiosis. In
the example of the multiple wallets for end users, we have
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Fig. 11 The KPIs of different actors and the related goals for the Digital Vaccine DBE

Fig. 12 The runtime management module map (RM-map) of the DBE method

observed how actors in the DBE co-evolve when new actors,
i.e. the new group of end users, are introduced to the DBE.
This introduction brings new interactions into the network
of existing actors. Different new resources and capabilities,
such as health care funds, private capital, employee invest-
ment capital, and health coaching, are needed to support the
new actors in the symbiosis of the DBE in order to continu-
ously fulfil the vision of the DBE.

Given the complexity of DBEs, we have chosen the Situ-
ational Method Engineering (SME) approach for addressing
our research goal 1—to design and document a holistic
method for DBE design based on the requirements reported
in [9, 10]. We argue that the SME approach is an appropriate
way for developing a method for DBE design encompassing
more comprehensive perspectives that reflect the complex
nature. With the SME approach, we have achieved the
research goal 1 by presenting a method for designing DBE
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Fig. 13 The digital infrastructures module map (D-map) of the DBE method

Fig. 14 Screenshot of the dashboard page showing an end user’s health progress and the services and products in usage

with the module maps (Table 3) as constituents of a holistic
assembly. To validate the proposed method as the research
goal 2 of this study, action research has been applied to carry
out an ex ante evaluation in a real (naturalistic) DBE setting
of the Digital Vaccine case.

6.1 Implications for practitioners

The overall structure of the proposed method provided by
the combination of these module maps inherits some of
the advantages of the SME and the Map approaches. These
advantages can be of support for the practitioners while using
the method. First of all, the emphasis on modularity of the
SME approach works well for the need of addressing the
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multiple perspectives and the dynamics when designing a
DBE. The modularity characteristic is expressed explicitly
at a higher level where each of the module map is focus-
ing on a design concern and together reflects the multiple
perspectives of a DBE. This high-level modularity enables
practitioners to tackle one design concern at a time using the
corresponding module map depending on the priority they
have in the specificDBE setting. On the other hand, at a lower
level, the method chunks used under different situations and
for the different strategies and intentions in the maps, reflect
also the modularity characteristic. The low-level modularity
together with the extension mechanism provided by the Map
approach enable the adding of new strategies and intentions
to the process models (maps) of the method if needed by
practitioners. This supports tackling the dynamics of a DBE
as practitioners can extend the method by adding strategies
and intentions suited for the way how theDBE actors behave,
interact, and react to each other in specific dynamic situations
in the DBE.

The structure of the overall process of the DBE design
method by means of module maps not only supports the
dynamics and holism but also increases the feasibility of
the method. The feasibility concerning the application of the
method is of importance for practitioners, especially when
the organisation in studied is a symbiotic DBE context with
heterogeneous actors. With the modular approach, differ-
ent user roles will either be responsible or participate when
applying the module maps. In practice, the organisations or
actors playing specific DBE roles (c.f. Section 2.1) can be
assigned to these module maps as either the responsible or
the participant. For example, the actor(s) with the DBE role
Governor can be assigned as the responsible for the policies
and regulations (PR-map) module map of the DBE method
(Fig. 1). This assignment is based upon the responsibility for
providing and/or defining the normative contexts of aGover-
nor in a DBE. At amore detailed level, various working roles
(such as modeller, DBE analyst, legal content analyst, and
lawyer) can be assigned to the method chunks and strategies.
For instance, the legal expert meeting strategy being used to
achieve I18 analyse coverage of policies and regulations on
all actors in Fig. 1 can be assigned to working roles, e.g.
legal content analyst and industrial lawyer.

Themodularity of the DBE designmethod and the assign-
ment of DBE roles to the module maps offer practitioners a
solid basis for tailoring a more generic DBE design method
to the needs of a specific application domain and context. As
mentioned above, eachof themodulemapsof theDBEdesign
method proposed in this study supports a design concern
when designing a DBE. The design concerns are based on
the empirical data and requirements elicited from 10 indus-
trial DBEs in different business domains, including health
care, telecommunication, utility, IT, cyber security [9]. Cov-
ering these different domains, the design concerns reflected

in the module maps are argued to be able to address a consid-
erable range of practical needs when applying to a specific
domain for DBE design. The baseline module maps can be
used to provide a necessary structure of a DBE and, then, be
complimented by the use of the other module maps. Further,
the generic DBE roles and the possibility of assigning the
generic roles to the use of these module maps is supporting
the method to transit from being generic to specific. Because
the needs depending on the application domain can be tackled
by the individual actors and organisations who are playing
these generic roles and adds to the domain-specific context.
Building upon this, the extension mechanism of the SME
and Map approaches [11, 19, 20] provides concrete means
of attending to the needs of tailoring the method for spe-
cific application domains with the input from practitioners,
individual actors, and organisations.

6.2 Implications for researchers

6.2.1 Design decisions and rationale as design knowledge

Despite the focus being the design artefact, we would like to
highlight some of the design decisions made for this study
and their rationale as a contribution to the design knowledge
for the research community. We believe that the knowledge
concerning these design decisions and the rationale can be
useful for subsequent or other similar projects and potential
future theorisation [39].

While applying SME in this study, we have chosen the
product-driven approach for the method engineering pro-
cess. Through trial and error, we have learned that the
lack of existing methods, including the modelling process
or procedures and the modelling products, makes it diffi-
cult to commence the work of method engineering and/or
reengineering. This means that for the studied system or phe-
nomenon, the existing knowledge about of what and how to
model the system/phenomenon is scarce, resulting in a dif-
ficult situation to design and develop a method. As briefly
described in Sect. 4.1, the rationale behind the choice of the
product-driven SME approach is that it supports the identi-
fication of engineering goals (intentions) of the developed
method based on the product parts. Our experience has sug-
gested that the requirements for amethod under development
can be used to identify the main concepts of the studied
system/phenomenon which are highly related the product
elements or product parts of themethod. Thesemain concepts
can, in turn, be used as the basis for intention identification
and the subsequent steps of constructing the process or proce-
dures of the method. These design decisions and rationale as
descriptive design knowledge may be of use for researchers
and be applied to future similar work in method engineering,
especially for complex systems under the circumstances that
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there have not been enough well-established methods and
related method procedures and/or processes.

During the development of our proposed artefact, we have
observed that many of the main concepts related to DBE
are interconnected, meaning that the dependencies between
the intentions are highly intricate. This is one of the main
reasons why we have not chosen to illustrate an overall pro-
cess of the DBE design method in a single map. We have
tried to create a single map including all the identified inten-
tions. However, we later realised that having the single map
with one linear process based on all these intentions for
designing DBE would mean to limit the flexibility of the
use of the method. By enforcing this inflexibility, the method
would risk failing to address the relevant perspectives and
the dynamics of a DBE. Also, a single linear process with
all the intentions would be extensive and, in turn, reduce the
feasibility for the users to apply themethodwhen designing a
DBE. Therefore, we have investigated the requirements and
main concepts in [9, 10] and categorised them, which leads
to different design concerns, each supported by a module
map. Instead, guidelines for using these module maps in a
comprehensive manner have been established to embed the
prescriptive design knowledge, in terms of ensuring the flex-
ibility and feasibility, in the proposed method. We believe
that this knowledge concerning the design decision of pri-
oritising modularity to preserve flexibility and feasibility for
method process can be beneficial for other similar research
projects aiming to design a comprehensive yet manageable
and adaptable modelling method.

Owing to the SME approach, the method chunks for the
sections in the module maps can be supported by reusing
existingmodellingmethods, especially the product elements.
This is one of the main reasons whywe havemade the design
decision for using SME to guide the design and development
of our proposed method. We argue that existing methods
which are not composite and do not support integration with
other methods, are less suitable for the maps and the method
chunks of the method proposed in this study. Modelling
methods, such as DEMO [40], MEMO [15], 4EM [5], or
ArchiMate [41] belonging to the group of multi-perspective
modelling approaches are for example appropriate. Multi-
perspective modelling approaches are in particular suitable
for modelling of themethod chunks for DBE because of their
ability to present different sets of concepts in different design
concerns and dynamics in DBE. There have been attempts
to apply ArchiMate to the contexts of DBEs [13, 42]. In the
current study, we emphasise the importance of developing
the process aspect of the DBE design method as motivated
in the introduction. We have not yet elaborated how differ-
ent enterprise modelling approaches may support a needed
or optimal conceptualisation, i.e. meta-models of the strate-
gies. The identification of how existing modelling methods

support the method chunks and these module maps as fur-
ther attempts will complement the DBE design method with
focus on the product elements. This will lead to a clearer pic-
ture of the method chunks not being supported sufficiently
by existing modelling methods and the inadequacy of these
methods, which, in turns, felicitates creation of newmethods
with the SME approach. Hence, in the next step, we intend to
conduct comparisons and mappings of the proposed method
and its module maps with established enterprise architec-
ture approaches and enterprisemodellingmethods, including
TOGAF [43], ArchiMate [41], DEMO [40], MEMO [15],
4EM [5].

6.2.2 Action research and its generalisability

To validate the DBE design method as the research goal 2
of this study, action research has been applied to carry out
an ex ante evaluation in a real (naturalistic) DBE setting of
a Digital Vaccine case. Action research is promoted as a
suitable approach for both ex ante and ex post validations
in real or naturalistic settings for design science research
projects [7]. It possesses some advantages such as the fea-
sibility of being applied to real organisational or business
settings and the support of generating self-help competen-
cies for the organisations or businesses and, at the same time,
scientific knowledge [22, 44], which are two main reasons
for the choice of this approach in the current study.

Although there have been discussions concerning action
research projects being one-offs leading to challenges
of ensuring scientific rigour and generalising the results
obtained through action research in other contexts [23, 45,
46], action research as a research approach is suggested as
a possibility of tackling the generalisability in information
system research [23]. We argue that the traditional way for
scrutinising generalisability of a study can only be justifiably
applied when generalisations are conducted under the cir-
cumstance where the results of a study are being generalised
to the contexts where all and only the same context variables
stand true [45]. Concerning the dynamics of DBEs, having
another DBE context with the exact same context variables
is rare. Therefore, in this study, we focus on the analytic gen-
eralisation [47] and the naturalistic generalisation [48]. The
former means that the findings from the current study are
used to refine theDBEdesignmethod,which the refined form
of the method can be applied to other contexts or by other
researchers and practitioners later. The latter means that the
generalisability is achieved when the later researchers and
users will decide to use the findings of this study in other
contexts which falls within the boundary of application of
the current study. We have aided the naturalistic generalisa-
tion by clearly describing the research context, including the
design of the action research, the setting of the Digital Vac-
cine DBE, and the DBE design method and its validation, in
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order to provide the later researchers and users a sufficient
understanding of the boundary of application of this study.

Despite the concern about generalisability, findings from
this study demonstrate the prospective value of the insights
gained through action research and the conduction of valida-
tion actions with real users, DBE actors, and designers, in a
real DBE setting, which could be difficult to achieve by other
means. During the validation in action research cycles, we
have observed that the DBE design method and its module
maps can be used not only to design a DBE but also to urge
the DBE actors to rethink the current design. The modular-
ity of the method and the baseline and dependency structure
are perceived by the practitioners as useful characteristics
as it can support them in addressing the urgent needs of a
DBE by providing a list of important design concerns reflect-
ing in each module maps and the guidance on using them.
For example, in the end-user performance scenario of the
Digital Vaccine case, the feedback dependencies accompa-
nying the use of theKPIs, indicators, and actors’ performance
(KIP-map)modulemap have suggested a revisit to the under-
standing of theDBEactors (A-map) and the scope (S-map) of
the as-is DBE. Because of the monitoring of actors’ perfor-
mance supported in the KIP-map, new modular producers
might be needed or existing modular producers might be
unsuitable for specific end users in the DBE, which calls for
the redesigning for the to-beDBE concerning actors and their
relationships with the use of the A-map. This also encour-
ages theDBEdesigners to reconsider themeans of the current
digital platform of the DBE and the possibility of improving
the congruence between IT and business in order to better
support the transition in monitoring actors’ performance and
adjusting of modular producers in the DBE.

7 Conclusions

In this study, we have extended the work presented in [10],
wherein the foundations for a novel method for DBE design
were laid based on the requirements reported in [9, 10] and
elaborated using the Situational Method Engineering as the
underlying methodology. Using the Map approach, we have
modelled the processes of the design method covering: iden-
tification of the design parts modelled by different module
maps including the intentions and the method chunk strate-
gies for their achievement, the definition and use of the
dependencies between the maps guiding the combinations
of compiling of the different design parts to the overall pro-
cess of the method.

We further presented the validation of the proposal by
conducting action research within the Digital Vaccine DBE.
In particular, the two in-use business scenarios were in depth
presented in the study: “MultipleWallets for EndUsers” hav-
ing the focus on the inclusion of different types of end users

being entitled with multiple wallets on the digital market-
placewith pre-paid capital from different sources of financial
supports; and the second “End-User Performance Building”
modelling the cycle of improving end users’ health and eval-
uating their health performances against their health goals
enabled by the DBE’s modular producers and other sup-
porting DBE roles. Benefiting from the use of the proposed
method supported by the SME approach, the Digital Vaccine
DBE was redesigned using the different strategies for the
intentions in themodulemapswhile facing the dynamic issue
of new actors joining the DBE. By choosing the most appro-
priate strategy or strategies among the provided alternatives,
the specific needs for the practitioners were met. Because
the process of redesigning a certain concern as part of this
dynamic DBE issue was facilitated by the chosen strategies
base on the practitioners’ intended purposes. As the specific
issue and related concerns may limit the practitioners’ view
on the important aspects of the redesigning process, the col-
lection of the module maps and the guidelines for using the
maps provided the basis for the practitioners to consider the
comprehensive and relevant perspectives of the Digital Vac-
cine DBE.

Themotivation for the study is the need toprovidebusiness
organisations with a holistic yet modularised methodologi-
cal aid for dealing with the complexity of DBE design. The
presented design method is to be used by both scientists and
practitioners when designing DBE, a novel multi-actor busi-
ness structure fostering new relationship characteristics and
inclusions compared to some traditional networked mod-
els mentioned in the introduction section. The outcome of
the design activity using the proposed method should be
the establishment of a functioning DBE which takes into
account of the important elements of a DBE. Also, the multi-
ple perspectives that are concerned by the variousDBEactors
should be addressed.

The main direction for future work concerns the elabo-
ration of the method’s product part—i.e. the definitions of
the meta-models for the method chunks using the main DBE
elements presented in Sect. 2 as the basis, as well as the
additional discovered during the empirical research [9] and
even in the sessions of the performed action research. Fur-
ther attempts in the identification of how existing modelling
methods support the product part and related method chunks
will, in turn, complements the proposedDBE designmethod.
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